Sample Fax Cover Sheet
[In place of “Classification” insert data category.]

***CLASSIFICATION***
Information is Contained in this Facsimile Transmission

Bureau for Management
OFFICE OF INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT (M/IRM)
SA-14, Room 1100
Washington, DC 20523-1407

Date: _______ Time: _______ Number of Pages: _______
(Including Cover Sheet)

DELIVER TO:
Name: ___________________________________________
Office Symbol: _____________________________________
FAX Number: ____________ Office Phone #: ___________

FROM:
Name: ___________________________________________
Office Symbol: _____________________________________
FAX Number: ____________ Office Phone #: ___________

** If there are problems with this transmission, please contact the sender as soon as possible.**

SUBJECT: __________________________________________________________
COMMENTS: __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

***CLASSIFICATION***

NOTE: A separate form should be developed for each national security classification as well as unclassified transmittals; i.e., SECRET, CONFIDENTIAL, SENSITIVE-BUT-UNCLASSIFIED, and NON-SENSITIVE information.